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  - relies on finite trace
  - implements an incremental translation

- Primes allow for expressing (iterated) next and previous operators
  - \(p(a)\) and \(q(b)\) can be expressed by \('p(a)\) and \(q'(b)\)

- Example  "A robot cannot lift a box unless its capacity exceeds the box's weight plus that of all held objects"

  ```prolog
  :- lift(R,B), robot(R), capacity(R,C),
  #sum {   W : box(B,W); 
  V,O : 'holding(R,O,V) } > C.
  ```
Wolf, sheep, and cabbage

```prolog
#program always.
item(w;s;c).
opp(l,r). opp(r,l).
eats(w,s). eats(s,c).

#program initial.
at(b,l).
at(X,l) :- item(X).  \% everything at the left bank

#program dynamic.
at(X,A) :- 'at(X,B), m(X), opp(A,B).  \% effect axiom for moving item X
at(b,A) :- 'at(b,B), opp(A,B).  \% boat is always moving
at(X,A) :- 'at(X,A), not at(X,B), opp(A,B).  \% inertia
0 { m(X) : item(X) } 1.  \% choose moving at most one item

#program always.
:- m(X), 'at(b,A), 'at(X,B), opp(A,B).  \% we cannot move item X if at the opposite bank
:- eats(X,Y), at(X,A), at(Y,A), opp(A,B), at(b,B).  \% we cannot leave them alone

#program final.
:- at(X,l).

#show m/1.
```
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telingo’s solution

$ telingo version 1.0
Reading from wolf.tel
Solving...
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Answer: 1
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    State 3: m(w)
    State 4: m(s)
    State 5: m(c)
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Answer: 2
  State 0:
    State 1: m(s)
    State 2:
    State 3: m(c)
    State 4: m(s)
    State 5: m(w)
    State 6:
    State 7: m(s)
SATISFIABLE

Models : 2
Calls : 8
Time : 0.156s (Solving: 0.00s)
CPU Time : 0.028s
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- Interested? JANCL'13, ICLP'18, KR'18

- Playful?[^1] [https://github.com/potassco/telingo](https://github.com/potassco/telingo)

[^1]: Classical logic is obtained in ASP by adding choices; eg., '{a}' stands for 'a ∨ ¬a.'